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From The CEO’s Desk

In a rapidly evolving world, where technology & science continue to shape our lives, I believe that access to quality education is essential. STEM education lays the foundation for an innovative, analytical and scientific outlook. Today, I am proud to announce that we have successfully implemented digital STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education in more than 4900 schools across India. Through the power of technology, we have catalyzed a paradigm shift in education. This monumental effort has directly benefited a staggering 2.8 million students, nurturing their minds and paving the way for a brighter future.

At CLT India, we firmly believe that technology is the great equalizer, offering a level playing field for every student, without discrimination. It empowers them to explore, learn, and grow, regardless of their geographical location or economic status.

It gives me great pride as CEO to share that CLT India has recently achieved two significant milestones. We are now registered with the Social Stock Exchange, a testament to our commitment to social impact and financial transparency. Additionally, we have received validation from the Charities Aid Foundation after a rigorous due diligence process. These endorsements reaffirm our status as a thoroughly professional and transparent organization, dedicated to our cause.

Today, I extend an invitation to each one of you. Join us in our endeavor to bring quality education to all the less fortunate. Together, we can be change-makers, the driving force behind a more inclusive, prosperous future for every child.

Your support, be it through advocacy, volunteering, or contributions, is invaluable in making this vision a reality. Let us come together to pave the way for a brighter, more educated tomorrow.

Thank you for your unwavering support and belief in our mission.

Regards

- Nixon Joseph
CLT e-Patashale was designed to bring some interesting changes in rural classrooms. The entire programme architecture was built around what 'Access' meant in the context of underserved communities, wherein resources had to be available in a variety of regional languages, technology had to be robust yet affordable, teachers could be easily 'upskilled' and content could be accessed without using the internet.

"Digital STEM for Every Child, Everywhere"
ANNOUNCEMENT

CLT India has recently received the following Accreditations and Recognitions-

- CAF- CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION provides validation that CLT India is structured and operates as a nonprofit entity, that grant funds provided to CLT will be used exclusively for charitable purposes, and that CLT has completed the extensive review to guard against the risk of fraud, money laundering, or other illicit activities.

- In their goal to become more professional and transparent, CLT India went through the due diligence process of the Social Stock Exchange and has become one of the few NGOs registered with the Social Stock Exchange.

- On PhonePe, CLT is now registered under the donation section.
We have partnered with Rotary Clubs across Karnataka to implement digital classrooms

Rotary Koramangala - 51 schools
Rotary Midtown - 21 schools
Rotary Vijaynagar - 3 schools

Voila! Thanks to digital implementation, a whopping 7500 students and 750 teachers have been brilliantly enlightened.
We have partnered with Velan Valves Pvt Ltd. to implement digital classrooms in Tamil Nadu.

Thanks to this clever implementation, we've been able to establish a powerful foothold in Tamil Nadu, stamping a major achievement on our map!
Right to Live

We have partnered with Right to live foundation to digital classrooms in 6 schools across Karnataka.

As a result, we were able to educate a large number of underprivileged children and make a meaningful impact.
Our profound gratitude to Mr. Boggarm Srinivasramaiah Setty and Nagarathna for supporting the implementation of the e-Patashale digital classroom in one of the government schools in Chintamani. This has benefited about 250 students.
CLT India launched Digital literacy content Version 2.0 in Kannada, an upgrade to version 1.5. In this CLT conducted a two-day workshop for Tech lab teachers in collaboration with Rotary West Bangalore. 30 teachers faculty members from different government schools were upskilled.
Enhance your learning experience by watching our new Early Grade Reading concept videos, now available on our youtube channel! Perfect for students in the first to fourth grade, these Kannada language videos are designed to bolster their reading & writing skills.
CLT India & the Amazon Alexa Crew have joined forces to dish out echo dots to 127 schools in Karnataka, Maharashtra & Nagaland.

The plan? to level up the teaching game by arming educators with cutting-edge skills and making sure students are glued up on what's happening in the world.

These devices are turning the learning game on its head, fueling interactivity, firing up engagement, and unleashing some seriously cool new ways to gain knowledge.

With 31 Nagaland schools already harnessing the power of these devices, its time for everyone else to hoop onboard.
CLT India had participated in the G20 Innovation Alliance Summit, Bangalore. A good number of people had visited CLT’s stall set up in Bangalore Palace Ground.

As a part of DAAN UTSAV, CLT has initiated a fundraiser to empower marginalized students & teachers for better future.

**Click here to Donate**
NEW INITIATIVE

CLT’s latest offering, an art bonanza for kids of standard 5th-8th provides a perfect platform for young artists to spark their imagination, unleash creativity, and enhance skills.

The program is an important step towards empowering them to be independent in future.

interesting facts

CLT has already given a boost to a whopping 2.75 million students and 82k teachers!
**Android Apps**

**JIGI - The Teacher App**

JIGI - The Teacher App, a revolutionary app for middle and high school educators in India. This app is a game-changer in lecture planning, with content available in three different languages, making it easier to access subject matter. Elevate classroom experience with JIGI! This makes teaching easier to school students of 5th-10th standard to decipher each topic with simple teaching points, cognitive abilities & detailed guidelines.

**JIGI - The Student App**

The Jigi - Jigi Student App! A futuristic way to bring STEM content to life, with a splash of fun and a pinch of spice. Available in Hindi, English & Kannada, this module is a go-to for digital learning experience. It's perfectly in sync with NCERT guidelines, making it perfect all round package for students across India.

Yearly Subscription At Rs. 800/- only
CEO Interactions

Smt Deepa Ittimani, Dy Dean, Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai being presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.

Our CEO Nixon Joseph invited as Chief guest to the CSR competition organised by Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies, Bangalore

Mr. William Frederick Thies, a Board Member, presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.

Sri Deepak Lalla, MD, SBI Securities presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.

Sri Ravi Ranjan, Chief General Manager, State Bank of India, Chennai Circle, presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.

Mr. Limak Shankar (SBI PO 82 batch & former DGM) visit CLT India office, presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.

Mr. Hemant Gupta, Head of the Social Stock Exchange and also MD at BSE's Tech Incubator presented with the Coffee Table Book of CLT India.
Staff Engagement

Navaratri Celebration at CLT Campus

All the programs are delivered from home by students by 2020, hope you will be...
“Our Partners”
Support Us,
Donate For A Cause
Support us to equip the underserved community with the best education resources.

Jakkur Main Road,
Jakkur Village Post,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560064

Presented by - Baishali Dutta (Lead Corporate Communications & Marketing) CLT India